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1 Introduction

Perceptual memories, such as memories for faces, are difficult to describe verbally.

Whilst we may recognise a person, it is difficult to describe verbally the recognition

process. Indeed, it has been shown that the provision of a verbal description for the

perceptual memory of an unfamiliar face results in poorer subsequent recognition of

that face (Schooler and Engstler-Schooler 1990). This effect was labelled verbal over-

shadowing, on the assumption that the veridical perceptual memory is overshadowed

(or dominated) by the abstracted verbal summary (see Chin and Schooler 2007, for a

review).

Faces are not the only stimuli to exhibit such verbal overshadowing. For example,

Melcher and Schooler (1996) demonstrated a similar effect for the recognition of wines.

Participants were categorised as either novices, intermediates, or experts on the basis

of their knowledge and experience with wines. In their experiment, a wine was tasted

by the participant who then either did, or did not, provide a verbal description of

the wine. For intermediate participants, those who described the wine were poorer at

recognising it later from an array of four similar wines compared to those who did

not describe it; wine experts and novices did not show this effect. This effect was

attributed to the process of verbal overshadowing, where the perceptual memory of

the wine is disrupted by committing the memory to words in a non-expert way. There

was something about the content of the descriptions provided by the intermediates

that was disrupting but was not present or was not disrupting in the descriptions

provided by the experts and novices. The descriptions of the wines were analysed for

content and some differences were observed, such as experts using more specialised

terms.

Since Melcher and Schooler's (1996) wine experiment was conducted, our understand-

ing of the verbal overshadowing effect for faces has changed. For example, a similar

detriment in recognition is observed if the participant describes a face that is different

from the target face (Dodson et al 1997) or even provides a description for an unrelated

object such as a car (Brown and Lloyd-Jones 2003). The direct disruption of the percep-

tual memory by a verbal description is not consistent with these newer findings as the
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verbal description of a car could not overshadow the perceptual memory of a face. An

alternative explanation was put forward, founded upon the idea of transfer-appropriate

processing (Schooler et al 1997).

The transfer-appropriate processing account of the verbal overshadowing effect is

based on the idea that faces are typically automatically processed in a holistic manner

(see Tanaka and Farah 1993). When a face is seen during the learning phase, the

assumption is that it is encoded in a holistic manner. That is, it is not encoded in

terms of face-specific features (eg mouth shape, eye colour, etc). The process of verbally

describing the face, or a different face, or a car, forces the participant to focus on

stimulus-specific verbalisable features (ie to identify local rather than global features).

Consequently, when the target face and distractor faces are presented at test, they are

processed in the same feature-based manner carried over from their earlier description.

Thus there is a mismatch between the recognition phase based on local features and

the encoding phase based on global features. This mismatch between the encoding

representation and the representation available at test leads to the observed poorer

performance.

The same kind of transfer-appropriate processing account could be used to explain

Melcher and Schooler's (1996) results in their wine experiment (such an explanation

was put forward by Chin and Schooler 2007). Typically, wine drinkers may represent

their perceptual experience of a wine in an automatic or holistic manner (that is the

experience of the wine as a combination of various elements). Those participants who

were required to describe the wine were directed towards an analytic or featural pro-

cessing style (that is, the analysis and identification of the variety of elements that

make up the whole experience) and this style persisted to the test phase. The shift

from a holistic to a featural processing style might explain the poorer recognition in

the discrimination task. The wine experts, who did not show the impairment, may have

developed a featural processing style to all their wine tasting and so they would not show

the same mismatch as non-experts. In support of this, Melcher and Schooler found that

wine experts' descriptions differed from those of non-experts in that they had greater

precision and were able to `unpack' the broader characteristics of the wine.

In the face-recognition paradigm, the idea of a shift in processing style was further

tested by removing the need for the provision of any verbal description to obtain

the same effect. Macrae and H L Lewis (2002) used a letter-reading task to bias partic-

ipants towards either a featural (or local) processing style or a holistic (or global)

processing style. In an eyewitness line-up-style experiment, participants were presented

with a series of Navon letters (see Navon 1977) between the encoding and the recog-

nition phase. Navon letters are large (global) letters formed from a repeated smaller

(local) letter (see figure 1). Participants who were required to read out the large letter

performed better in the face-recognition phase compared to those who read out the

small letters. This remarkable finding has been replicated (eg Hills and Lewis 2007a;

Perfect et al 2007) and demonstrates that 5 min of Navon letter processing can disrupt

the ability to recognise an earlier presented face.

Recently, Perfect et al (2008) demonstrated that the particular properties of the Navon

stimuli were important in order to produce the effect. Typically, a Navon stimulus is

generated such that the global letter is more obvious and so has precedence. Perfect and

colleagues showed that by using Navon stimuli with a local precedence (ie with the local

letter more obvious than the global letter) the effect on subsequent face recognition was

reversed. It appears that it may be a requirement to inhibit the automatic response in

favour of a controlled or analytic response that leads to the Navon effect of face recog-

nition. Such an explanation also accounts for M B Lewis's (2006) finding that cryptic

crosswords (but not standard crosswords) disrupt subsequent face recognition.
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If the explanation for the verbal overshadowing effect observed in wine recognition

is the same as that for faces, then this leads to the prediction that a 5 min Navon

task will also affect the recognition of wines. Reading local Navon letters prior to a

wine recognition test should impair later wine recognition compared to a condition

where global Navon letters are read. In the experiment described here we tested this

hypothesis.

2 Method

2.1 Participants

The participants were fifty Cardiff University undergraduates with an age range of 18

to 29 years (mean age, 19 years 7 months). The inclusion criterion for participation

was that they were occasional or regular drinkers but were neither wine experts, nor

had an alcohol-related drinking problem. Participants varied in their wine-drinking

behaviour from drinking it 2 to 3 times a week to drinking it 2 to 3 times a year.(1)

2.2 Materials

A set of Navon letters were used as generated by Brand (2005). The stimuli had

previously been employed in experiments that replicated the Navon effect in face recog-

nition (Hills and M B Lewis 2007b; M B Lewis et al 2009). These were large letters

formed from repeating a different smaller letter presented on a computer monitor such

that their height was 100 mm and their width was 50 mm. The monitor was viewed

from a distance of approximately 0.5 m.

A set of six different white wines was used for the wine tasting. These wines orig-

inated from six different countries and varied in their grape. In order to ensure a

constant tasting experience across an experiment that lasted a few weeks, only wines

that were available in boxes with tap dispensers were selected. The wines were pre-

sented in transparent plastic cups. Bread and water was provided to clear the palate

between tasting of the wines. All the wine samples were hidden, unless they were being

tasted at that time.

Figure 1. Example of a Navon letter. A global `R' is formed out of
repeated smaller `N's.

(1)Only one participant would have been in Melcher and Schooler's (1996) novice group whereas
the remainder would have been in their intermediate group. Removal of the novice would not have
changed the significance of the results.
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2.3 Procedure

Participants completed a questionnaire on their wine drinking behaviour and received

basic instructions on the process of wine tasting and the format of the rest of the

experiment. The experiment was conducted in two trials. In the first trial, the partici-

pant was presented with 25 ml of a target wine to taste and given as much time as

he/she wished. Immediately after tasting the wine, the participant was presented with

a series of Navon letters via a computer monitor. The participant was required to read

out either the global Navon letters or the local Navon letters (depending on which

condition they were in). Each Navon letter was presented for 5 s and 60 letters were

presented in total. Immediately after the Navon task, participants were presented with

three wines for tasting. One wine was the target wine already tasted and two others

were distractor wines. These were revealed to the participant simultaneously and the

participants worked through the three wines in a self-paced manner until they made a

decision. The participant tasted each of the wines in a predetermined counterbalanced

order and selected which wine was the target wine. This concluded the first trial.

Following this first trial, the participant read an unrelated passage for 5 min before

taking part in the second trial. The second trial took the same format as the first,

except that it used three different wines and the Navon task was reversed (participants

who did the global task in the first trial did the local task in the second trial and vice

versa). Again, the participant attempted to identify the target wine from the three wines

presented. A graphical depiction of the experiment is presented in figure 2 for clarification.

2.4 Design

The independent variable was the nature of the Navon task (global or local) prior to the

wine recognition test. This was a within-participants variable. The dependent variable

was whether the participant correctly recognised the target wine in the recognition test.

The order of the independent variable was counterbalanced across participants. The

sets of three wines in the global and local conditions were also counterbalanced.

Within the sets, the target wine was rotated between participants.

The design used only a single discrimination after each Navon task. This was because

it was expected that any Navon effect would be shortlived. Hills and M B Lewis (2007b)

demonstrated the rapidly decaying nature of the effect for face recognition, whereas

Fallshore and Schooler (1995) had shown that the same was true for the verbal over-

shadowing effect.

3 Results

During the experiment, participants attempted to recognise a total of one hundred

wines: fifty participants each performing two recognition tasks. Table 1 shows the results:

over twice as many participants showed correct recognition following the global task

Taste Local Wine recognition Filler reading Taste Global Wine recognition
target Navon test 1 task (5 min) target Navon test 2
wine 1 task wine 2 task

(5 min) (5 min)

Figure 2. Graphical representation of the procedure for a participant in the local then global
condition. The order of events runs from left to right.
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but not the local task (n � 16) than showed the reverse pattern (n � 7). The data were

analysed with a one-way sign test.(2) This shows that performance was significantly better

( p5 0:05) after the global task than after the local task.

Similar analysis of only the first trial or second trial for each participant led to a

similar pattern overall, but neither reached significance on its own. There was no evi-

dence for an attenuation of the Navon effect after the first trial as shown by Fallshore

and Schooler (1995) for verbal overshadowing.

4 Discussion

The finding supports the suggestion that global Navon processing leads to better perfor-

mance (64% accuracy) in a later wine recognition task than local Navon processing

(46% accuracy). There are at least two consequences of this result.

First, with regard to Melcher and Schooler's (1996) finding of a verbal overshadowing

effect in wine recognition, it appears that their effect is not caused by the description of

the wine. If we translate Perfect and colleagues' (2008) controlled processing account

of the Navon effect to the current experiment then it would appear that the controlled

and analytic responding required to do the local Navon task carries over into the wine-

recognition task. This carry-over impacts upon the performance of participants presented

with the three wines making recognition poorer than after the global Navon task. As

there is no control condition it may also be that the global task makes participants more

automatic in their responding following the global Navon task and hence there is improved

performance in wine recognition than when following the local Navon task.

In Melcher and Schooler's (1996) experiment, the verbal overshadowing effect was

only found for intermediate wine drinks. The current findings offer a possible explana-

tion for this. The novice wine drinkers may not have the ability to provide verbal

descriptions that were sufficiently analytic in order to establish a change in style that

could carry over to the wine-recognition stage. The experts, on the other hand, may

have been analytic in their approach to the initial wine tasting and so, even if the verbal

description task did produce a carry-over of a controlled analytic style, then this style

would not have been deleterious to their wine recognition skills.

Second, the result suggests that the Navon effect observed for face can cross

modalities. Wine discrimination is primarily an olfactory process (although we cannot

discount the possibility that the discriminations were based on colour or texture),

whereas the Navon task is clearly a visual task. Explanations of the Navon effect

that are based on simple visual properties (such as spatial frequencies) are too limited.

The processing of Navon stimuli appears to change the way we perceive the world in

a far more general way than merely our visual processing (albeit for a limited time).

The change from automatic to controlled responding, as put forward by Perfect

and colleagues (2008), is an explanation that allows the effect to cross modalities.

Faces, wine, and possibly many other stimuli are typically processed in an automatic

and fast manner. This fast analysis would be efficient and memories would be stored

Table 1. Pattern of data observed for the fifty participants. Participants were more accurate after
performing the global Navon task than after performing the local Navon task.

Navon task Recognition

correct incorrect

After global task 32 18
After local task 23 27

(2)For those who are comfortable with parametric tests, a paired one-tailed t-test was also performed.
This test, too, showed a significant effect (t � 1:927, p � 0:0299).
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in terms of this automatic analysis. The processing of the local letters in typical Navon

stimuli will require controlled responses and this will carry over for a short time to

whatever task is done immediately afterwards. If this task is face recognition then the

face will be encoded in a controlled way. If it is wine tasting, then the wine will be

encoded in a controlled way. Either way, the resulting encoded stimuli will be different

in form than an automatically encoded stimulus and hence, according to this account,

recognition would be poorer owing to a mismatch of memories. If, however, the stim-

ulus was learnt and tested in the same controlled analytic way, then this mismatch

would not occur (as demonstrated for faces by M B Lewis et al 2009).

The current research focused upon wine tasting, partly because there is evidence

of the verbal overshadowing effect in that domain and partly because of an increasing

interest in the perception of wine (see Gregory 2007). One would predict from the

current results and the discussion that follows that a Navon effect would be found for

any task where it is possible to encode the items in an analytic manner but where the

default would be to process them in an automatic way.
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